Au Naturel

Decorative Flooring System

Description:
Polished concrete, exposed aggregate or Au Naturel - whatever you call it, there is something about the natural concrete look. Light and refreshingly simple, Au Naturel is a classic finish that will always be in vogue. Suitable for homes, garages, showrooms, offices, retail outlets, restaurants/cafe etc.

Highlights:
▶ Beautiful high-sheen resin finish brings any concrete surface to life.
▶ Much quicker to install than traditional polished concrete finishes.
▶ Very affordable option when compared to traditional concrete finishes.

Garnishing Options:
1. Full Glaze - standard finish.
2. Frost Glaze - a semi-gloss finish can be achieved if a softer look is preferred.
3. Dura Glaze - a topcoat can be applied to increase the slip rating and improve resistance to marking/scratching/scuffing.

The use of Frost Glaze and Dura Glaze garnish options results in a semi-gloss/matted finish. Such finishes are useful in helping conceal minor defects such as scuffs, scratches and miscellaneous marking. If the Full-gloss standard finish is selected, a thorough maintenance program will need to be established with the help of your FLOORChef to keep the look of the floor. For more information, read the Fine Print and Floor Maintenance documents.
Things To Consider:
▷ Not all slabs will be suitable for applying the polished concrete look. Slabs that have been previously patched or are in particularly poor condition can fall into this category.

▷ The appearance and consistency of the exposed aggregate can't be controlled by FLOORChef. How the floor looks will depend largely on the quality and composition of the slab.

▷ Be aware that applying clear resin will darken the colour of a concrete slab.

▷ For more things to consider, please read other documents listed under Other Links.

9 Reasons to Choose FLOORChef
✓ Easy to choose, with a set menu and options to suit individual projects.
✓ On-line budgeting tool available to work out basic budgets as you go.
✓ Technical support and sample specifications to ensure you get the floor you want.
✓ National contractor network, trained specifically in FLOORChef systems.
✓ Systems proven in residential, retail, commercial and light industrial applications.
✓ Solventless, odourless products that contain no carcinogens or heavy metals.
✓ Honesty and straight talk. If our floors aren’t right for you, we’ll say so!
✓ We believe our environmental policy is unmatched, reducing impact and risk.
✓ Help us deliver something we feel is good for the industry and the community.

Other Links:
▷ Fine Print document - every flooring type has fine print. Instead of hiding it, we want to tell you exactly how it is so there are no surprises.

▷ Sample Specification documents - make specification a breeze with these helpful, industry-specific guides.

▷ What to Expect document - you know what floor you want. What now?

▷ Tech Talk document - all the facts and figures we know you love. Find out more about VOCs, abrasion, chemical resistance, adhesion, fire ratings, slip resistance etc.

▷ Environmental Profile - with so much Greenwash these days, you need to know who is for real and who isn't. Here is our EP in full so you can make up your own mind.